Chapter 3326
Leon said at this moment: “Master, now let Young Master Charlie return to the Wade
family may not be so easy, after all, he still has a wife in Aurous Hill, and his contacts,
career are basically in that city, this matter I personally think, it is best to think long
term.”
“So what if he has a wife?” Zhongquan said with a serious expression, “My original
intention was to think long term, that’s why I didn’t have a tough attitude at the
beginning to let him come back, but took two hundred billion to buy the Emgrand
Group for him!”
“I originally thought that after he got his identity back and owned that Group, he would
realize the difference between him and Claire and leave that woman of his own accord!”
“But what I didn’t expect was that after such a long time, he still hasn’t gotten a
divorce!”
“You tell me, does he intend to live with that woman for the rest of his life?”
Leon hurriedly said, “Master, matters like feelings are not something we can influence, I
think you still have to respect Young Master’s choice.”
Zhongquan waved his hand and said seriously, “As the head of the Wade family, I really
can’t accept my own grandson, marrying such a woman with lowly origins!”
He further said with some emotional excitement, “I say that Claire has a bad origin, not
only because the segment of that Willson family is really too low!”
“It’s more because, that Claire’s grandfather, was originally our Wade family’s family
slave!”
“You tell me, what big family would let their grandson, marry the granddaughter of their
own slave as his wife? Isn’t this smearing the face of the old ancestor!”
“So, no matter what, he must divorce that woman!”

Leon opened his mouth and advised, “Master, this matter cannot be rushed, I think you
should give Young Master a little more time and let him solve this matter on his own.”
Zhongquan said seriously: “I originally thought the same thing, considering that I have
not seen him for so many years, lacking the basis of normal feelings between
grandparents and grandchildren.”
“So I did not force him to divorce back to the Wade family at the very beginning, I gave
him the Emgrand Group, just to let him take the initiative to leave Claire, but now it
seems that this is my own fault!”
Originally, in Zhongquan’s perception, once men and women have created a huge class
gap, it is only a matter of time before they separate.
Once Charlie has money, power, and status, he will probably lose interest in Claire
himself, and will probably just give Claire a severance payment to send her off, and then
completely end the marriage between the two.
But how could he have imagined that Charlie, after dragging his feet for so long, had
not yet divorced Claire?
Moreover, according to some sporadic information he received, it seems that Charlie
also has no intention to divorce her.
Even though Sara had already identified with him, he still had not divorced Claire.
This makes Zhongquan feel a little bad.
Thinking of this, he said somewhat depressed: “A few days ago I watched the
entertainment news, the Gu family’s little girl in the concert confession, went all the way
to Aurous Hill, but also on the day of Charlie’s birthday, do not have to think about it is
to confess to him, but he?”
“He is still not divorced from that Claire? The Gu family girl and Charlie have a marriage
contract ah! The fact that he doesn’t even care about this is proof that he doesn’t want
to divorce at all!”

Leon naturally knew Charlie’s thoughts, so he said, “Master, I understand your feelings
but have you thought about it, Young Master’s character is very similar to Young Master
Changying’s.”
“If you force him to do something he doesn’t want to do, he will most likely resist to the
end.”
Zhongquan said in a cold voice: “I’m just afraid that he will resist, that’s why I haven’t
forced him, but this time I can’t continue to go with him, this time for the ancestral
ceremony.”
“I have to put some pressure on him no matter what, otherwise, this matter may never
be as I want it to be!”
He stood up, looked out the window, and said seriously, “Morgan’s marriage to the
Nordic princess, Charlie’s marriage to the Gu family’s only daughter.”
“Once these two marriages have landed, the Wade family’s strength will completely
surpass the Su family and become the number one family in China, so these two events,
I will never allow anything to go wrong between them!”

